September 2020 ~ February 2021

Supporting Edgar Mitchell's Legacy

MAKE A GIFT TO THE EDGAR MITCHELL LEGACY FUND
APOLLO 14

- Command Module
- Service Module
- Lunar Module
“An explosion of awareness; a profound sense of interconnectedness accompanied by feelings of ecstasy — an epiphany.”
- Edgar Mitchell
Inspired by Science, Transformed by Experience

The Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS) is a research center and direct-experience lab specializing in the intersection of science and profound human experience.
The Edgar Mitchell Overview Effect VR Experience

The Edgar Mitchell VR experience invites the world to join the Apollo 14 Astronaut on his mission to the Moon and into his most intimate moment of connection to life itself. As we journey through space, we will hear Edgar’s voice guide us through the dissolving of any and all boundaries within our...
• Introductions
• 2 Rounds of Questions
• EMVRX (video of David Whelan in the 3D experience)
• Questions from the audience
• Session Close in time to migrate to EvolVR Overview Effect meditation in Altspace
Sic itur ad astra

Thus one goes to the stars
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